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Abstract 
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1. Introduction 

Before and just after WWII until the 1950s teaching economic policy in Italy and some other European 

countries was confined to a set of practical rules intended to explain technical procedures of government 

intervention, particularly in the realm of microeconomic policies, in particular, customs policy, price 

controls. The contributions of Pareto and Barone had left limited seeds on the side of mathematical 

economics, not on that of welfare economics and the theory of economic policy. Public finance had a 

higher status as this discipline had developed a theory of public goods (Mazzola, 1890; Wicksell, 1926) and 

a conception of the role of the state (De Viti De Marco (1888). Theoretical contributions on the theory of 

international trade and balance of payments adjustments were taught in separate disciplines. A subject 

such as macroeconomic analysis and policy hardly existed, as these started with Keynes (1936) 

contribution, which found a hard way through in Italy and some other European countries. Monetary 



theory was a highly developed field, but only practical policy prescriptions were taught as a part of 

economic policy. 

This was a striking difference with that part of Continental Europe, in particular in Scandinavian countries, 

The Netherlands and Austria, where a discipline to some extent autonomous from that of economic 

analysis was developing. 

This development was the product of a number of circumstances: not only the political inclinations 

prevailing in those countries, but also the slow but steady development of some essential seeds of the 

discipline up to the 1930s and some decisive innovations of that decade: the advent of Keynesian analysis; 

some critical discussions of principles of public policy intervention by some other leading economists of the 

time such as the compensation principle; the birth and development of econometrics. 

Next section will deal with the first, non-systematic, attempts of economists to indicate cases for 

government intervention. Section 3 investigates theoretical advances in the Thirties that made it possible 

to devise economic policy as an autonomous discipline. Section 4 discusses the foundations and articulation 

of economic policy in some countries Continental Europe and its practical absence in other European and 

non-European countries. Section 5 deals with developments of the discipline in Italy in the 1960s. Section 6 

discusses some possible reasons explaining why the developments of economic policy in Italy and other 

countries had a limited impact on teaching in Europe (and elsewhere). Section 7 briefly deals with one 

specific factor, which is related to the connection between teaching and researching Economic policy. 

2. Economic analysis and examples of empirical policy. 

All classical writers and the marginalists had suggested cases where public intervention was in order. This 

had been so for Smith (1776), Ricardo (1817), Mill (1848), Marshall (1890), Walras (1896, 1936). But these 

cases were mainly what Walras had called ‘examples of empirical policy’ rather than rational policy. They 

were certainly dictated on the basis of an analytical evaluation of the circumstances advocating them, but 

were not a part of a systematic and consistent assessment of the foundations and the articulation of public 

policy. 

The first attempts to develop a systematic discipline of government intervention were those of Sidgwick 

(1883), whose third part had economic policy as an object, Pareto(1906) and Pigou (1912, 1920), which had 

laid down essential principles for state intervention connecting it to the preferences of citizen. These had 

been produced not only as an almost occasional and case-by-case by-product of analytical investigations (as 

it was for the ‘classics’), but as a systematic corpus of principles. However, apart from their debatable 

foundations (utilitarianism for Sidgwick and Pigou; consideration of efficiency only for Pareto), the issues of 

coverage of public intervention and consistency of policy action were still unresolved. The former involved 

the cases of market failures (some developments, as for macroeconomic market failures, had to wait for 

Keynes’s contribution1 or, as for asymmetric information, came much later2). The latter had to do with 

what was later called the ‘theory of economic policy’3. 

3. The developments of the Thirties: the seeds for the birth of economic policy as an autonomous 

discipline. 

                                                           
1
 Stiglitz (1986: ch.4) first formally  recognized unemployment and inflation as cases of macroeconomic market 

failures.  
2
 Akerlof (1970). 

3
 In what follows I will refer to the theory of economic policy as that part of the discipline of economic policy that 

deals with conditions for consistent and successful policy action. 



This situation rapidly changed after WWII as a result of four developments in the theory, some of which 

had taken place in the Thirties. 

First, the advent of the Keynesian thought (Keynes, 1936) that had soon developed as the new orthodoxy 

introduced a new important case of market failure and the need for government intervention.   

Then the development of the new welfare economics. Before WWII a large debate arose on basic principles 

of policy intervention such as that of compensation (Hotelling, 1938; Kaldor, 1939; Hicks, 1939; Scitovsky, 

1941; Little, 1949) founded on the non-utilitaritarian bases laid down by Pareto. Bergson (1938) had 

introduced the notion of a social welfare function, but Arrow (1950, 1951) had shown the difficulty of 

arriving at such a function starting from individual values. After the war the various market failures were 

investigated in a systematic way, thus offering justifications for government intervention. A summary of 

these advances is expressed by Bator (1958). 

A third factor came from the new discipline of econometrics, as a development of mathematical 

economics. Construction of formal models to be tested against reality introduced the idea of the need for 

consistency of different public policies and the possibility to check their effectiveness against reality. This 

factor played an essential role for developing the theory of economic policy. It then appear not so strange 

that the authors who first contributed to this theory, i.e. Ragnar Frisch and Jan Tinbergen, were among the 

founders of the Econometric society and the Journal Econometrica in the early 1930s. Tinbergen 

(1952,1956) developed a theory in terms of ‘fixed targets’, suggesting that a number of instruments at least 

equal to that of targets should be available to the policymaker in order for him to be able to exactly reach 

some target values he preferred. Theil (1956, 1964) followed instead the route initially taken by Frisch 

(1949, 1950, 1957) and stated a theory of economic policy in terms of ‘flexible targets’: the policymaker, in 

the same vein as a household, tends to maximize his preferences, or to minimize a loss function in terms of 

quadratic deviations from a set of target values for the variables of interest.  

Finally, planned economies experienced high growth rates in the Thirties and the following decade, which 

contributed to the idea that governments could be successful in ruling economic systems. 

4. Foundations and articulation of economic policy in Continental Europe 

These developments led to the foundation of the discipline of economic policy in part of Continental 

Europe, in particular in Scandinavian countries, The Netherlands and Austria. 

To my knowledge Zeuthen (1958) is the first (and successful) attempt to offer a systematic and consistent 

summary of developments in welfare economics and the theory of economic policy, as cornerstones of 

economic policy as a separate discipline4.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Why did such a discipline  – in particular the theory of economic policy - develop only in those countries of 

continental Europe?  This is a very difficult issue to deal with. I will try to indicate some of the relevant 

factors, but others could help in drawing a more accurate map of the rise of the discipline and the factors 

favouring or hindering it in each country.  

One might argue that development of economic policy was natural for countries that had adopted 

(indicative) planning for their economies, even if Zeuthen had warned that the theory of economic policy 

was not only necessary for planned economies, but also useful for less interventionist societies, whose 

                                                           
4
 The importance of this book for the development of economic policy as a separate discipline in Italy must be 

stressed, as this book was translated into Italian in 1961. 



economic policies must be coordinated. In fact, ‘economic policy action changing according to moods can 

be extremely harmful’ (Zeuthen,  1958: 133 It. tr.). Undoubtedly, complexity of economic policy and the 

need for coordinating the various fields of action are more acute where the goals of policy action to correct 

markets are more ambitious and widespread. This could rather easily explain why such a theory never 

developed in the United States where the dominant credo was one of scarce public interventions, with the 

exception of unemployment and anti-inflationary policies. In a similar vein one could say that this was the 

case also of Germany, where macroeconomic action was relatively less relevant and mainly directed to an 

anti-inflationary target. However, this explanation would not fit the case of the United Kingdom where 

there was a vast array of public actions, including - in addition to macroeconomic policy – extensive 

recourse to public enterprises and the welfare state but neither the theory of economic policy nor the 

whole discipline of economic policy developed as a discipline, even if extensive contributions came from 

that country to systematic national accounting (Stone)5.  Nor would it explain the absence of a theory of 

economic policy in France, where the government played an important role in a number of fields and 

indicative plans were prepared for a number of decades after WW II. 

5. Economic policy in Italy since the 1960s 

In Italy Economic policy was hardly taught as a discipline at least until mid-1930s. Economic policy as an 

autonomous theoretical discipline didn’t find a way to Italian (and, to my knowledge, French and Germany) 

tertiary courses, mainly because of the lags in the reception of its basic ingredients.  Trade and colonial 

policy and law was its main substitute (Tiberi and Frinolli, 2006; Tiberi and Fubelli, 2006). Most Italian 

economists, usually people also engaged in the administration of practical policies, had followed the 

autarchy and corporatism credo dictated by the Fascist regime, but, being isolated from theoretical 

developments abroad, did not possess many of the instruments necessary for a systematic approach to 

economic policy. 

Towards the end of the 1930s the name of the discipline was finally introduced (e.g., see Fontana Russo, 

1935)6, but the content remained pretty the same as before. The first systematic attempt to gain breadth 

to the discipline by relating it (in a loose way, really) to market imperfections, devising different main 

directions of state intervention and distinguishing home and foreign economic policy directed to different 

targets, was Bresciani Turroni’s (see Bresciani Turroni, 1942). However, the second edition of this book 

(Bresciani Turroni , 1960) while having a deeper analytic feature, had a quite different content, mainly 

focused on money, international trade, balance of payments and monetary systems, losing part of the 

breadth of the previous edition. A textbook used at La Sapienza University of Rome until early 1960’s was 

Fantini (1962) whose previous editions had a different title (Fantini, 1943, 1948). To some extent this 

followed Bresciani Turroni’s path, but, while containing chapters on banking, monetary, financial, transport, 

labour, trade and international policy, this book lacked a systematic part of foundations and methodology 

of economic policy as well as macroeconomic policy. 

                                                           
5
 An explanation could be that public intervention in Britain was so obvious that there was no need to theorize it. This 

would leave out of the explanation one of the main goals of the theory of economic policy, i.e. need for consistency of 
various policy actions.  
Another partial explanation of this apparent exception of Britain to host a ‘school’ of economic policy could be that in 
the 1950s and the following decade the attention of at least part of the academic left in Britain was directed to some 
alternative target to challenge this credo (a more radical critique, that of Neo-Ricardians, of the prevailing economic 
credo). In the progress of time, policy attitudes changed towards laissez-faire and dismantling positive policy action. 
6
 Previous text by this same author referred to trade treaties and policy (Fontana Russo, 1902). 



In the early 1950s practically only a few Italian scholars had introduced – or were about to introduce - 

Keynesian thought in Italy, starting from Giuseppe Ugo Papi, Vittorio Marrama, Ferdinando Di Fenizio, 

Alessandro Franchini Stappo and Federico Caffè7. Only a few Italian scholars had introduced progresses in 

welfare economics in Italy (Caffè and Lombardini in 1954)8, which is apparently strange, as these were 

based on Paretian foundations and there were academics following Pareto’s method, such as Amoroso9. 

Only a few of them had done the same thing for the theory of economic policy (Caffè, Marrama and, to 

some extent, Di Fenizio)10. In some cases theoretical advances abroad were introduced under the form of 

textbooks by Italian authors11. In other cases some Italian journals hosted either important original articles 

by foreign authors or their translations12. Translations of books or essays collected as books also played an 

important role13. The intellectual openness of these economists was crucial also in their propensity to 

encourage their pupils to complete their preparation abroad, mainly in the United Kingdom and the Usa. 

By the beginning of the 1960s all the premises for devising a consistent and rather autonomous set of 

propositions to be called Economic policy were there in Italy. The only problem was about the weights to 

assign to the different possible ingredients. There were two main lines along which the discipline was 

systematically introduced, by two scholars, Federico Caffè and Ferdinando Di Fenizio. 

Caffè was in the natural position of having knowing all the possible key ingredients for conceiving economic 

policy as an autonomous discipline. Indeed he did so first by publishing two short books  (Caffè, 1964), then 

developed into two larger volumes (Caffè, 1966,1970), which were then summarized in a single volume, 

which was apparently easier for students, at the cost of hiding some technical and analytical passages 

(Caffè, 1973). Economic policy was conceived as consisting of a part discussing: the ultimate targets of 

economic policy, derived from welfare economics, problems of social choice, planning, specific (in 

particular short-term) policies. Such a discipline should draw mainly from economics, but also from other 

sciences, such as social sciences, mathematics and statistics. Caffe’s path was followed by a group of 

economists in Naples, led by A. Graziani, who wrote a book first presenting foundations for public 

economic action, the theory of economic policy, detailed policies aiming at specific short-run or long-run 

targets (D’Antonio, Graziani, Vinci, 1972). 

Di Fenizio wrote a monumental course of economic disciplines in five volumes, devoted to: the method in 

economics and economic policy, macroeconomic agents and economic flows, the consumption function, 

short-term diagnosis, analysis and policy, macroeconomic planning (Di Fenizio, various years).  

More encyclopedic, but less deep in welfare economics is Forte (1970; but check his Introduzione alla 

politica economica, dated 1963). Franchini Stappo A. (1964) 

                                                           
7
 Papi,  ; Marrama (1961); Di Fenizio (various years), Caffè,  Franchini Stappo (1955). 

8
 Caffè (1953, 1956); Lombardini, (1954) ; Caffè’s translation of some essays in welfare economics (Caffè, 1956); 

Caffè’s translation of Zeuthen (1958). 
9
 Pareto had a very extensive, if lagged, impact on the academic profession abroad, in particular, for what we are 

interested in in this paper, not only for his principle of welfare but also for laying down the tools of mathematical 
economics that contributed to the foundation of econometrics  (Tinbergen, 1949).  
10

 Caffè’s translation of Zeuthen (1958), Marrama (1962), Di Fenizio (various years) 
11

 Di Fenizio (various years), Papi,  
12

 This was the case of a number of contributions by Frisch, Tinbergen, Theil, and , outside the proper realm of 
economic theory, Shackle and even Godel published in ‘L’industria’, a journal edited by F. Di Fenizio, and 
‘Metroeconomica’, founded and edited by Eraldo Fossati. 
13

 F. Caffè, who didn’t edit any journal, made an extensive use of translations to let Italian students and also the 
general public to know foreign economic thought.  



An original route was followed by Franchini Stappo A. (1976, 1982), which explored connections between 

the concept of power and economic policy. 

For many years these were practically the only economic policy textbooks circulating in Italy, widely 

adopted in many universities. Only around 1990 other textbooks were written. Some of them practically 

followed Caffè’s route, either complementing and updating Caffè’s (Acocella, 1989; Palmerio, 1989) or 

deepening its analytic content. Along lines similar to those of Caffè and D’Antonio, Graziani, Vinci, but with 

greater attention to social choice and positive economic policy, are Balducci Candela, 1991 (later Balducci, 

Candela, Scorcu, 2001) and Acocella (1994) and Cagliozzi (1994).   

Valli (1986) is an example of a different approach, with almost no reference to welfare economics and the 

theory of economic policy, but more open to long-term issues and thus also to discussing the institutional 

and comparative setting, which to some extent was inspired by Di Fenizio’s interest in such topics. Predetti 

(1989) explored methodological issues related to economic policy 

A few textbooks dealt with economic policy only in strict reference to analytical short-term models (Marelli, 

1992, then Marelli, Signorelli, 2010) or to specific Italian problems (Bianchi, 1994).   

The following years saw a flourishing of textbooks: Ciccarone (1997), Palmerio (1997), Franchini Stappo, 

Campiglio (1999), Chiarini (2004), Marelli), containing the ingredients already present in their predecessors, 

with different weights. Ciccarone and Campiglio discussed problems of welfare economics and social 

choice; Chiarini dealt with decision models; MarelliMost of them dealt with economic analysis, then adding 

some cons 

6. Why a limited impact on teaching in Europe (and elsewhere)?  

Even if some of the Italian textbooks were translated into English, Polish, Chinese, Croatian, the idea of 

economic policy as a discipline starting from welfare economics and social choice, including normative and 

positive theory of economic policy and then dealing with specific policies and targets, with institutional and 

historical mediations before applying economic analysis, did not pass over to other countries. This is 

apparently strange. I offer three explanations: the rise of the Anglo-Saxon school where policy applications 

follow after analysis with scarce reference to history and institutions; the negative attitude of this school 

towards active policy intervention (including the power of the Lucas critique), which matured since the end 

of the 1960s; absence of theoretical advances in crucial areas of the discipline. I have dealt to some extent 

with the first two factors in an another paper (Acocella, 2013). In the next section I briefly deal with the 

third factor.  

7. Teaching and researching in Economic policy 

In my opinion teaching cannot spread if it is not accompanied by substantive research and innovation on 

the issues that are the object of teaching. 

Economic policy in Italy was mainly built as a discipline by collecting innovations produced abroad in 

various areas, but with scarcely personal research. When the power of Lucas critique defied the core of the 

discipline, i.e. the theory of economic policy, there was no possibility of maintaining the construction of the 

discipline as it was designed in the Scandinavian countries, The Netherlands and Italy.  

Now that this core has not only been shown to be exempt from the critique, when used in a strategic 

context, but also to be able to produce new interesting results in so far as existence, uniqueness or 



multiplicity of the game equilibrium is concerned14, one could hope that this way of conceiving economic 

policy as a consistent and autonomous discipline will spill over from the countries where it has now got 

some roots to other countries. However, other factors may run in the opposite way. 
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